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My experience of CSY was simply fantastic.It was a great opportunity to 
connect to GURUs around us and learn. 

Someone has said beautifully: 

" Dhoopmeinnikalkardehko,  Ghataomeinnahakardekho, 

Zindagikyahaikitabonkohatakardekho" 

CSY gave me the SPACE to REFLECT and SEE LIFE without the lens/frame of the 
preoccupied Knowledge that we generally carry, the biases and other 
associated stuff. 

The frugal way of living for 3 days, walking and meeting wonderful people was 
a great joy. 

 

Events / Experiences which appealed the most to me are: 

 We (Yatris) were welcomed by villagers with open hearts, minds and of 
course smiles � 

 Sharing the innovations on the way, learning/knowing the innovations 
and way of life of villagers was very inspiring. 

 Their (villagers) simple way of living, really touched me. 
 Silent moonlight walk during this yatra is an unforgettable experience. 
 It is said that to ALLOW THE LIGHT (ofwisdom) YOU HAVE TO BE LITE 

The entire yatra made me very LITE 
 I was touched by the Senior yatris/ volunteers taking care of details. 
 Care/Help/ support to each other was moving. 
 I felt, the world would be so wonderful if we lived the way we lived in 

the yatra, the care, the love, the support to each other.  
Vasudaivakutumbakam 

 I could sense the vibes of Happiness through the yatra. 
 There was no age and gender bias. 
 Stories of innovators and their pain points shared by Brigadier were 

intriguing. 



 The dialogues triggered a lot of thoughts as to how I can be part of the 
solution? how I can contribute. 

 I could sense the SAMVEDANA was kindled in yatris, which will lead to 
the contributions by yatris to make the world a better place. 

 I thank Brig Ganesham and the entire Palle Srujana family for creating a 
wonderful CSY platform. 

 Another point as beautifully written by a Sri Dushyant Kumar Ji, a great 
Hindi poet Ho Kahibhi AAGG lekin AAGG jalnichahiye... This yatra has 
kindled the AAGG the fire to bring change within and without.  
 

  The poem by Dushyant Kumarjiis as follows: 
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